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Abstract

Text corpus size is an important issue when building a language
model (LM). This is a particularly important issue for languages
where little data is available. This paper introduces a technique
to improve a LM built using a small amount of task dependent
text with the help of a machine-translated text corpus. Perplex-
ity experiments were performed using data, machine translated
(MT) from English to French on a sentence-by-sentence basis
and using dictionary lookup on a word-by-word basis. Then
perplexity and word error rate experiments using MT data from
English to Icelandic were done on a word-by-word basis. For
the latter, the baseline word error rate was 44.0%. LM interpo-
lation reduced word error rate significantly to 39.2%.

1. Introduction
Statistical language modeling is well known to be very impor-
tant in large vocabulary speech recognition but creating a ro-
bust language model (LM) typically requires a large amount of
training text. Therefore it is difficult to create a statistical LM
for resource deficient languages.

However, using text translated from other languages
may possibly improve the resource deficient LM either us-
ing sentence-by-sentence (SBS) translation or word-by-word
(WBW) translation. WBW translation only requires a dic-
tionary whereas SBS machine translation (MT) needs a large
sentence-aligned parallel corpus, which is expensive to obtain,
to train the MT system. The WBW approach is expected to be
successful only for closely related languages.

Methods have been proposed in the literature to improve
statistical language modeling in a resource-deficient language
using cross-lingual information retrieval [1]. Another method
proposes using latent semantic analysis for cross-lingual mod-
eling which does not require a sentence-aligned corpus [2] but
searches for similar types of texts in two languages. LM adapta-
tion with target task machine-translated text is addressed in [3]
but without speech recognition experiments.

In this paper, we propose a method to improve the LM built
on a task-dependent corpus using MT which is similar to [3].
Two language pairs are used. First perplexity experiments us-
ing French to English translation are presented using both SBS
and WBW translation. Then WBW translation from English to
Icelandic is presented using both LM perplexity and word error
rate speech recognition experiments.

2. Adaptation Method
Our method involves adapting a task dependent LM that is cre-
ated from a sparse amount of text using a large translated text

(TRT ), where TRT denotes the translation of the rich corpus
(RT ), which is in the same domain area as the task. This in-
volves two steps shown graphically in Figure 1. First of all the
sparse text is split into two, a training text corpus (ST ) and a
development text corpus (SD). A language model LM1 is cre-
ated from ST , and LM2 from TRT . The TRT can either be
obtained from SBS or WBW translation. The SD set is used to
optimize the weight (λ) used in Step 2.

Step 2 involves first optionally combining the ST and the
SD corpora and building a new language model, LM3 from
them. LM3 and LM2 are then linearly interpolated using Equa-
tion (1),

Pcomb(ωi|h) = λ · P1(ωi|h) + (1− λ)P2(ωi|h), (1)

where h is the history. P1 is the probability from either LM1 or
LM3 and P2 is the probability from LM2

The final perplexity value is calculated using the evaluation
set (Eval) which is disjoint from all other data sets.
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Figure 1: Data diagram for the experimental setup.
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Figure 2: Perplexity results (French to English scenario).

3. Experimental Work

In Section 3.1 we describe French to English perplexity experi-
ments using SBS and WBW MT. Section 3.2 then describes En-
glish to Icelandic LM perplexity and speech recognition word
error rate experiments using WBW MT.

3.1. French to English

3.1.1. Experimental Data: LM

For the French to English experiments the Hansard corpus was
used, which is a parallel text corpus in English and Canadian
French. In the following text TRTWBW corresponds to a
French to English WBW translation of RT and TRTSBS cor-
responds to a French to English SBS translation of RT . Te cor-
responds to an English corpus that was extracted and its evalu-
ation simulates a perfect translation.

A vocabulary VTDE of 1711 unique English words was
chosen randomly from the corpus, and sentences, where each
word in the sentence is the vocabulary, were extracted and used
to create ST , SD and Eval. TDE is an abbreviation for the
combination ofST , SD and Eval. An intentionally largeEval
set was chosen so as to minimize variation in the perplexity re-
sults. Table 1 shows the size of these sets. Another vocabulary,
VTD , was defined as well using the ST and the SD sets. A
different set of randomly chosen French sentences (rich) was
machine-translated to English using the Google machine trans-
lation tool [4] and used either as is (RAN ) or with only those
selected sentences (SS) in which all words were from the vo-
cabulary VTD. A translation of the large French set (RT ) was
also done on a WBW basis using [4]. To allow comparison
the vocabulary for perplexity calculation was fixed using the
vocabulary VTDE .

All perplexity results were evaluated using tri-gram mod-
els since these gave better results than uni-gram and bi-gram
models.

Table 1: Data sets (French to English scenario).
Corpus Set Words Unique Words

ST 6690 815
SD 6704 810

Eval 334375 1593

Table 2: Translated data characteristics (French to English sce-
nario). SS results only

Corpus Set Words Perplexity
(improvement)

ST + SD (TD) 13K 54.7 (-)
TD + TRTWBW−SS 200K 52.8 (3.5%)
TD + TRTSBS−SS 200K 48.3 (11.7%)

TD + Te−SS 6K 53.0 (3.1%)
TD + Te−SS 26K 48.6 (11.2%)
TD + Te−SS 200K 40.1 (26.7%)

3.1.2. Results

Figure 2 shows perplexity performance versus number of words
in TRT and the top half of Table 2 shows perplexity results
for approximately the same number of words (200K). The bot-
tom half of Table 2 shows perplexity results for Te close to the
TRTWBW and TRTSBS results which reflect the number of
sentences that must be manually translated to get the same im-
provement as for the machine-translated data. Table 2 shows
only SS results while Figure 2 shows both SS and RAN re-
sults.

As Table 2 shows, translation from French to English im-
proves the perplexity of the LM between 3.5% and 11.7% when
200,000 words are used. If a perfect translation was per-



Table 3: Data sets (English to Icelandic scenario).
Corpus Set Sentences Words

ST 300
i 300 1736

ST 400
i 400 2277

ST 500
i 500 2869

ST 600
i 600 3416

ST 700
i 700 4009

SD 300 1729
Eval 200 1147

Table 4: Translated data set (English to Icelandic scenario).
Corpus Set Sentences Words Unique Words

TRTei 60358 392734 1893

formed, using SS the improvement would increase to 26.7%.
Table 2 also shows that eight times more words are needed if the
same improvement from manual translation is to be expected
from SBS MT whereas thirty times more words are needed to
obtain the same improvement with WBW translation.

3.2. English to Icelandic

3.2.1. Experimental Data: LM

The French to English results in Section 3.1.2 showed that per-
plexity could indeed be reduced using both SBS and WBW
translation. The weather information domain was chosen for
the Icelandic experiments and translation from English (rich) to
Icelandic (sparse) using WBW. For the experiments the Jupiter
corpus [5] was used. It consists of 67116 unique sentences gath-
ered from actual users’ utterances. A set of 1200 sentences
were manually translated from English to Icelandic and split
into STi, SD and Eval sets as shown in Table 3, where STi

corresponds to the Icelandic version of ST defined in Section 2.
63116 sentences were used as RT .

A vocabulary of all unique words was then manually cre-
ated from the Jupiter corpus. Names of places were identified
and then replaced randomly with Icelandic place names since
the task is in the weather information domain. The English
to Icelandic vocabulary was then used to automatically trans-
late RT creating TRTei, where ei corresponds to a translation
from English to Icelandic. Table 4 shows some attributes of the
WBW translated text TRTei.

3.2.2. Experimental Data: Acoustic Model

A phonetically balanced (PB) Icelandic text corpus, the Jens-
son PB corpus, was used to create an acoustic training corpus.
A text-to-phoneme translation tool was created for this purpose
based on [6]. Some attributes of the PB corpus are given in
Table 5. The acoustic training corpus was then recorded. Ta-
ble 6 describes some attributes of the Jensson acoustic training
corpus.

An evaluation corpus was recorded using the sentences in
the Eval set. The recording includes one speaker only, who
was not part of the acoustic training corpus.

Table 5: Some attributes of the Jensson phonetically balanced
Icelandic text corpus.

Attribute Text Corpus

No. sentences 290
No. words 1375
No. phones 8407
PB unit biphone
No. unique PB units 916
Avg. no of words / sentence 4.7
Avg. no of phones / word 6.1

Table 6: Some attributes of the Jensson Icelandic acoustic train-
ing corpus.

Attribute Acoustic Corpus

No. male Speakers 13
No. female Speakers 7
Time (hours) 3.8

3.2.3. Results

In total three different experiments were performed. The SD,
Eval and TRTei sets were identical for all the experiments but
the STi set size varied from 300 to 700 sentences and the vo-
cabulary varied. Interpolation of the language models was done
slightly differently to that explained in Section 2. If the SD
corpus were added to the STi corpus to make LM3 the weights
calculated in Step 1 would be inaccurately optimized for the
combined set especially since the STi corpus is small. There-
fore LM1 was used instead of LM3. The optimization of the
weights when the STi and the SD are combined into LM3 is
postponed for future work. In the following text V oc is de-
fined as vocabulary, PP as perplexity, Int as interpolation of
the STi and the TRTei, Imp as improvement, OOV as out of
vocabulary rate and WER as word error rate.

Experiment 1 used the unique words found in the Eval
set as the vocabulary. This scenario reflects the case when the
vocabulary of the system is known. The results are shown in
Table 7. The WER improvement is 4.2% when the TRTei cor-
pus is interpolated with 300 STi sentences. As more STi data
is added the improvement from adding the MT data decreases
to 0.3% for 700 sentences.

Experiment 2 used the unique words found in the STi set

Table 7: Results for experiment 1 (English to Icelandic sce-
nario). The unique words found in the Eval corpus was used
as a V oc.

Attribute ST300
i ST400

i ST500
i ST600

i ST700
i

V oc size 276 276 276 276 276
PP STi 36.0 34.4 31.5 31.4 29.3
PP Int 31.0 30.3 28.1 27.9 27.2
PP Imp (%) 13.9 11.9 10.8 11.1 7.2
OOV (%) 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
WER STi (%) 38.0 36.8 36.8 34.9 32.7
WER Int (%) 36.4 36.0 35.8 33.9 32.6
WER Imp (%) 4.2 2.2 2.7 2.9 0.3

as the vocabulary, VSTi . The results are shown in Table 8. The
WER improvement is positive when STi comprises 300 and
400 sentences but as more sentences are added to the STi con-
bination leads to the WER improvement becoming negative.



Table 8: Results for experiment 2 (English to Icelandic sce-
nario). The unique words found in the STn

i corpus was used
as a V oc.

Attribute ST300
i ST400

i ST500
i ST600

i ST700
i

V oc size 333 395 451 489 535
PP STi 21.0 20.2 19.5 20.0 19.3
PP Int 18.9 18.6 17.9 18.2 18.1
PP Imp (%) 10.0 7.9 8.2 9.0 6.2
OOV (%) 9.3 8.5 7.4 6.8 6.0
WER STi(%) 44.0 43.0 40.2 39.9 36.7
WER Int (%) 41.6 41.1 40.2 40.1 38.3
WER Imp (%) 5.5 4.4 0 -0.5 -4.4

Table 9: Results for experiment 3 (English to Icelandic sce-
nario). The unique words found in both the STn

i corpus and
the TRTei corpus was used as a V oc.

Attribute ST300
i ST400

i ST500
i ST600

i ST700
i

V oc size 1987 2015 2043 2063 2089
PP STi 32.1 30.0 26.9 26.7 24.5
PP Int 25.6 24.8 23.1 22.9 22.2
PP Imp (%) 20.2 17.3 14.1 14.2 9.4
OOV (%) 4.2 3.9 3.7 3.4 3.3
WER STi(%) 43.3 41.8 38.3 38.7 36.6
WER Int (%) 39.2 38.0 37.7 36.7 35.9
WER Imp (%) 9.5 9.1 1.6 5.2 1.9

Experiment 3 used the set of unique words from the
TRTei set combined with VSTi . These results are shown in Ta-
ble 9. As expected the WER improvement gradually reduces for
most experiments as more manually transcribed data is added
to the STi set. Comparing Table 8 with Table 9 shows that a
lower WER can be obtained using the combined vocabulary as
performed in Experiment 3. Figure 3 shows the WER from Ex-
periments 1, 2 and 3 graphically.

The improvement of the Icelandic LM with translated En-
glish text/data was confirmed by reduction in PP and WER. As

Figure 3: Word error rate results (English to Icelandic sce-
nario).

Table 9 shows, PP improvement with WBW translation varies
from 20.2% to 9.4% when 300 and 700 manually translated sen-
tences were used respectively. The OOV rate is reduced as well
from 9.3% to 4.2% when the unique translated words are added
to the ST 300

i set. The speech recognition WER is reduced by
9.5% in experiment 3 when using ST300

i and by 1.9% when
400 more manually translated sentences are used in ST700

i in
the same experimental set.

4. Conclusions
The results presented in this paper show that a LM can be
improved considerably using either SBS translation or WBW
translation. The WBW translation is especially important for
resource deficient languages such as Icelandic that do not have
SBS machine translation tools available. It is possible to create
a dictionary for many language pairs and the work for applying
WBW translated text is reduced if the translated corpus is large
and the manually created dictionary needed is small.

Future work involves evaluation with multiple speakers and
solving the weight calculation when the ST and the SD corpora
are added together.
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